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INTRODUCTION
Reminiscing on the “golden age” of music sampling, from the late 80s to early 90s, 1
producer Miho Hatori described the process of finding music to sample: “We’re just buying
records, searching, searching, and we find a record and it’s like, ‘There, that bass line.’ … To
find the right one or two seconds of sound – that’s a lot of work.” 2 And it is those “one or two
seconds”—those samples— that have been the subject of large amounts of legal action, two of
those cases creating a recent circuit split regarding the legality of sampling. 3
While Bridgeport Music, Inc. v. Dimension Films, a 2005 Sixth Circuit decision, held that
all samples, regardless of length, are infringing without licenses, 4 the Ninth Circuit in VMG
Salsoul, LLC v. Ciccone declined to follow its’ sister circuit’s holding. Instead, the VMG Salsoul
court applied a de minimis standard to samples in order to determine infringement. 5 Because the
deadline for the plaintiff in VMG Salsoul to submit a petition for certiorari to the Supreme Court
passed this past September, this circuit split will remain for the foreseeable future, dividing the
legal status of potentially de minimis samples in Los Angeles and Nashville, two centers of the
music industry.
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This paper will examine the history of sampling and the sampling licensing market, the
impact of Bridgeport Music and the recent circuit split, and present an industry-driven solution to
the unclear state of sampling in the music world. Without the guidance of further judicial
decisions or congressional legislation on the issue of sampling, the music industry should come
to a consensus about the use of de minimis sampling without licenses, and develop guidelines for
best practices in music sampling. The development of “best practice” guidelines for fair use has
been effective in the field of documentary filmmaking, providing creators with guidance that is
largely accepted by the industry, and resulting in fewer unnecessary copyright clearances for
uses that fall within fair use. This paper proposes that similar “best practice” guidelines for the
use of de minimis sampling without licenses be created or endorsed by music industry
organizations to provide musicians with guidance and legal support for cutting back the strict
licensing requirements that are a result of Bridgeport, and to effectively write the de minimis
doctrine back into music copyright law.
I.

MUSIC SAMPLING AND THE SAMPLE LICENSING MARKET

“Sampling” is “the process of taking a small portion of a sound recording and digitally
manipulating it as part of a new recording.” 6 Apart from early experimental music collages, 7
sampling had its roots in the early 1970s practices of rap and hip-hop DJs, who used turntables
and mixers to create new sounds from pre-recorded music. 8 These techniques focused on
isolating the “break beat,” the section where “the band breaks down, the rhythm section is
isolated, basically where the bass guitar and drummer take solos.” 9 When digital synthesizers
with Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) keyboard controls were developed and became
6
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more widely accessible in the 1980s, 10 sampling became more common, and the manipulation
and combination of pre-recorded sounds became a staple of the newly emerging hip-hop genre.
Groups like De La Soul, the Beastie Boys, and Public Enemy used sampling to rise to the
forefront of hip-hop. 11 For some complex songs built around samples, “the drum track alone was
built from a dozen individually sampled and sliced beats.” 12
Even during the early days of hip-hop, when sampling was largely flying under the radar
of copyright litigation, 13 sampling that took too much from the original song made some hip-hop
artists uncomfortable. 14 As rapper T La Rock commented on EPMD’s “Strictly Business,” which
sampled Eric Clapton’s “I Shot the Sheriff,” 15 “I don’t care who you are, you know where that
loop is from…. There were some producers who really had no originality. It’s as if they took the
whole song. They sampled so much out of that record that there was no real production there.” 16
And even before the litigation of the early 1990s made sample licensing a major concern for
artists, there was an awareness that certain samples should be licensed. Regarding his use of
“Super Freak” in “U Can’t Touch This” in 1990, MC Hammer stated “I didn’t need a lawyer to
tell me that [I needed permission to use the song]…. I’m borrowing enough of his song that he
deserves to be compensated.” 17
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While early litigation surrounding sampling did exist 18 and some early producers did
license their samples, 19 the 1991 decision in Grand Upright Music Ltd. v. Warner Brothers
Records, Inc. formalized the necessity of licensing music samples. The Grand Upright court’s
decision opens strongly with the Biblical quote “Thou shalt not steal,” 20 and continues to state
that sampling without licensing “violates not only the Seventh Commandment, but also the
copyright laws of this country.” 21 Following this hard-line determination that sampling
constituted infringement 22 and the many infringement lawsuits that followed, 23 the licensing of
samples became common industry practice. 24 Flat fees to sample master recordings fell
anywhere between $2,500 and $20,000, often with advances starting at $5,000. 25 According to
Chuck D, the front man of Public Enemy, “it had become so difficult to the point where it was
impossible to do any of the types of records we did in the late 1980s, because every second had
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to be cleared.” 26 Although licensing samples became the standard practice in the recording
industry, 27 and many labels erred on the side of caution, refusing to release records without
complete clearance, 28 there were still instances in which sample clearance was not required by
law: samples that could be considered fair use 29 and de minimis samples.
II.

THE DE MINIMIS DOCTRINE AND SAMPLING

Copyright infringement is determined by two factors: first, whether copying occurred,
and second, whether there is “substantial similarity” 30 between the two works sufficient for a
reasonable observer to conclude that an “unlawful appropriation” occurred. 31 As part of the
analysis of “substantial similarity,” the legal doctrine of de minimis non curat lex is generally
applied to copyright actions. 32 Under this standard, to avoid infringement, the amount copied
must be de minimis, 33 that is, “so trivial to fall below the quantitative threshold of substantial
similarity.” 34 The issue of de minimis sampling was first addressed in 2004 in Newton v.
Diamond. The Ninth Circuit held that the sampling of a three-note sequence was de minimis, and
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thus did not infringe on the copyright of the music composition. 35 The Ninth Circuit stated that
the de minimis doctrine “applies throughout the law of copyright, including cases of music
sampling.” 36 However, just a year later, the Sixth Circuit reached the opposite conclusion. In
Bridgeport Music, Inc. v. Dimension Films, the Sixth Circuit announced a new rule 37 for
sampling recordings: that the de minimis doctrine does not apply to sound recordings, and any
sample, no matter how small, is infringement. The opinion succinctly stated its rule for
musicians: “[g]et a license or do not sample.” 38
Although some district courts declined to follow Bridgeport, 39 the ruling had an
undeniable impact on the clearance of samples. According to music lawyer Dina LaPolt, “I
would advise my clients before Bridgeport if they used a little snippet of a recording that was de
minimis, ‘That’s fine; we don’t have to clear it….’ But now I can’t say that anymore.” 40 Even
with increased caution about clearances, the floodgates for lawsuits had opened. 41 The
Bridgeport Music case was one of almost 500 claims that the company brought against over 800
plaintiffs. 42 After their success at the Sixth circuit, they continued to bring suit, successfully
receiving an injunction and over $4 million in damages over samples used in Notorious B.I.G.’s
35
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“Ready to Die,” 43 among many other cases, and earning themselves the title “sample troll” from
critics. 44
The legal landscape for music sampling has been made even more complex by the recent
Ninth Circuit decision in VMG Salsoul, LLC. v. Ciccone. Here, the Ninth Circuit declined to
follow the Sixth Circuit’s rule that the de minimis doctrine does not apply to recorded music.
Calling the Sixth Circuit’s Bridgeport opinion “unpersuasive” and “illogic[al],” 45 the Ninth
Circuit found that a 0.23-second “horn hit” sampled in Madonna’s “Vogue,” was de minimis, and
therefore non-infringing. 46 Although Judge Graber acknowledged that their decision created a
circuit split, “the goal of avoiding a circuit split cannot override our independent duty to
determine congressional intent,” and “we [are] convinced … that our sister circuit erred.” 47 This
decision cited their previous Newton decision and prior precedent to define de minimis sampling
as a taking that is “so meager and fragmentary that the average audience member would not
recognize the appropriation.” 48 In the immediate wake of the VMG Salsoul decision, many
attorneys anticipated that the plaintiff would submit a petition of certiorari to the Supreme Court
to conclusively settle the circuit split, two attorneys even going so far as to call the petition
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“inevitable.” 49 However, that “inevitable” petition has not materialized, and, given that the
Supreme Court’s 90-day deadline for petitions for writ of certiorari 50 has passed unmarked, the
Ninth Circuit’s decision remains binding, resulting in a divide between two of the major centers
of the American music industry. 51
III. CRITICISMS OF BRIDGEPORT
Bridgeport’s bright-line rule requiring licenses for all sampling undoubtedly signified a
substantial change in the way hip-hop music was created and the rigor with which labels required
licenses before releasing music including samples, and the circuit split created by VMG Salsoul
disrupts a decade of Bridgeport’s prominence as the only circuit-court decision dealing with the
de minimis sampling of sound recordings. However, Bridgeport’s rule against de minimis
sampling was never completely accepted by district courts that were not bound by the Sixth
Circuit decision. 52 Further, Bridgeport has been harshly criticized by copyright scholars and
practitioners alike.
The foundation of the Bridgeport decision, and the basis for its criticism, is the Sixth
Circuit’s interpretation of Section 114(a) and (b), which give copyright owners the exclusive
right to reproduce their work, prepare derivate works, distribute copies, and to perform the work
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50
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publically through digital audio transmissions. 53 The court focused predominantly on the
exclusive right provided by §114(b), which grants copyright owners of sound recordings the
exclusive right to duplicate or prepare derivative works, but does not prevent others from “the
making or duplication of another sound recording that consists entirely of an independent
fixation of other sounds … [that] imitate or simulate those in the copyrighted sound recording.” 54
Based on this clause of the Copyright Act, implying that recordings that were not “entirely”
independently created were infringing, the court in Bridgeport found that “a sound recording
owner has the exclusive right to ‘sample’ his own recording” 55 without any consideration for the
potentially de minimis nature of the sample. Further recommending this interpretation, according
to the Bridgeport analysis, is the ease of enforcement of such a bright-line rule, 56 the available
alternative to sampling, that is, to recreate independently the desired sounds, 57 and the fact that
many musicians were already licensing samples. 58 The Court did not consider legislative history,
as “digital sampling wasn’t being done in 1971,” 59 a statement that does not accurately reflect
the state of technology at the time. 60
This interpretation of Section 114(b) and its focus on the word “entirely” to justify its
exclusion of the de minimis exception from sound recordings is subject to harsh criticisms, in
addition to being contradicted by legislative history. As the 1975 Committee on the Judiciary
Copyright Law Revision Report stated in its explicit analysis of the scope of exclusive rights in
sound recordings, infringement occurs when “all or a substantial portion of the actual sounds
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that go to make up a copyrighted sound recording are reproduced in phonorecords….” 61 The
inclusion of the phrase “substantial portion of” indicates that Congress did not intend any of their
statutory provisions regarding infringement of sound recordings to preempt the previous
“substantial similarity” requirement. 62 Furthermore, as Nimmer on Copyright points out, the
Sixth Circuit’s conclusion “rests on a logical fallacy,” 63 that is, merely validating sound-alike
recordings as immune from liability “contains no implication that partial sound duplications are
to be treated any differently from what is required by the traditional standards of copyright
law.” 64
Nor is the commentary in Nimmer the worst criticism that the decision has received.
William Patry, author of the other of the two leading copyright treatises, called the decision
“judicial policy making run amok, in the face of a contrary statute, contrary legislative history,
and contrary uniform, case law. It is hard to imagine how one could get more things wrong.” 65
Indeed, even parties that might be expected to support the ruling have come out against it. 66
Robert Sullivan, the attorney who argued for the plaintiffs in Bridgeport, has stated that the
holding would open the floodgates for more litigation, and that the plaintiffs had not argued for
the elimination of the de minimis standard. 67 Furthermore, the RIAA, which has historically
defended copyright law against music piracy, 68 and whose mission is “to protect the intellectual
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property and First Amendment rights of artists and music labels,” 69 argued against the
Bridgeport decision in an amicus brief, criticizing the retroactivity of the decision, and calling it
“unprecedented” and “unsustainable.” 70
These criticisms of the Bridgeport holding have also appeared in district court opinions.
In Saragema India Ltd. v. Mosley, the district court for the Southern District of Florida refused to
follow the Sixth Circuit’s decision, instead relying on the Eleventh Circuit’s “substantial
similarity” requirement “as a constituent element of all infringement claims.”. 71 Because the
Sixth Circuit’s rule against de minimis sampling would contradict Eleventh Circuit precedent,
requiring that “the defendant succeeded [in appropriating the plaintiff’s original expression] to a
meaningful degree” for there to be infringement, 72 the district court refused to follow it. Indeed,
even after declaring Bridgeport a departure from Eleventh Circuit precedent, the decision went
on to criticize the Sixth Circuit’s reasoning in adopting its new rule, questioning the court’s
reading of the statute. 73 Such skepticism of the Sixth Circuit’s analysis was also expressed by the
district courts for the Central District of California and the Eastern District of Louisiana, and the
Supreme Court of New York. In Pryor v. Warner/Chappell Music, Inc., Batiste v. NAJM, and
EMI Records Ltd. v. Premise Media Corp., respectively, all three courts declined to apply the
Bridgeport standard, criticizing its reading of Section 114 of the Copyright Act. 74 Indeed, Batiste
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v. NAJM went so far as to say that it is “far from clear” that the Bridgeport rule on de minimis
sampling should be used, given the widespread failure of non-bound district courts to apply it. 75
In light of the dramatic backlash against the Bridgeport ruling among critics and district
courts, as well as the circuit split created by VMG Salsoul, the treatment of sampling of sound
recordings is ripe for review, either by the Supreme Court or Congress, and the criticisms of the
Sixth Circuit’s holding that the de minimis exception is inapplicable to sound recordings should
be given due consideration. However, until such a review occurs, it is up to the music industry to
find a workable approach to providing clarity to musicians regarding the licensing of music
samples.
IV. AN INDUSTRY-DRIVEN SOLUTION TO THE SAMPLING SPLIT
Barring congressional legislation to revise the Copyright Act to take sampling into
account, or a sampling case that is successfully appealed to the Supreme Court, the circuit split
regarding the legal status of de minimis samples—samples so small that the average audience
member would not recognize them—makes it impossible for artists to know what rule to apply,
as potential plaintiffs could forum shop to bring suit in the most sympathetic circuit. However,
just as the music industry began enforcing clearance requirements that may have been overly
stringent, 76 the music industry also has the potential to create an industry standard that provides
musicians with clear, even if not court-imposed, guidelines regarding sampling licensing, and
that restores some of the leeway that existed in the “golden age” of hip-hop. 77
i.

The De Minimis Doctrine as Part of the Genre of Hip-Hop

75
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The earliest hip-hop songs that used sampling focused on using the music from past
generations to blend into complex new sounds. 78 Producers focused on finding rare records to
sample, reviving obscure songs through their use of samples. 79 As Hank Shocklee comments
about the sampling that went into Public Enemy’s records, “we had to comb through thousands
of records to come up with maybe five good pieces.” 80 And the pieces that they did sample were
often fragmentary, unrecognizable samples that were looped and layered—the “one or two
seconds of sound” that Miho Hatori discussed. 81 Chuck D describes the process of creating
Public Enemy’s records as transforming sounds in part to disguise them, but primarily to “create
a new sound out of the assemblage of sounds that made us have our own identity.” 82 The end
result was hundreds of unrecognizable samples incorporated into their second album, Fear of a
Black Planet. 83
As part of the goal of early hip-hop was to transform obscure samples into an
unrecognizable new sound, hip-hop artists themselves understood when sampling had gone too
far. In MC Hammer’s acknowledgement that he should pay Rick James for the “Super Freak”
sample used in “U Can’t Touch This,” he focused on how much of the song he had used: “I’m
borrowing enough of his song that he deserves to be compensated.”. 84 Without using the same
language as the courts, it seems that early hip-hop artists had an implicit belief that de minimis
samples were acceptable, while more recognizable or substantial copying required licensing.
This convention of the musical genre of hip-hop has been obscured by the strict licensing
requirements imposed by labels, exacerbated by the Bridgeport decision, making it impossible
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to create records like Fear of a Black Planet today. 85 However, the circuit split and widespread
criticism of the Bridgeport decision provide an opportunity for the music industry to reclaim the
idea of de minimis sampling as non-infringing copying that does not need licensing, melding the
community traditions of early hip-hop with the long-standing de minimis doctrine of copyright
law.
ii.

A Fair Use Case Study: The Power of Industry Standards to Impact Practices

This paper proposes the creation of industry best practices that provide an artist-friendly
definition of de minimis sampling that does not require a license. This approach parallels the
successful approach used by the American University Center for Media & Social Impact to
define fair use within documentary filmmaking. Similar to music labels requiring complete
clearance before releasing records, broadcasting and distribution companies for documentaries
require that filmmakers are covered by Errors & Omissions (E&O) Insurance in order for their
documentaries to be released. 86 The providers of E&O insurance at one time required clearance
of all copyrighted or trademarked material appearing in the film, 87 regardless of the possibility
that its use would be considered fair use. However, following the 2005 publication of the
“Documentary Filmmakers’ Statement of Best Practices in Fair Use,” headed by Patricia
Aufderheide and the Center For Media & Social Impact, documentary filmmakers have been
able to take greater advantage of fair use rather than paying unnecessary licensing fees. In turn,
E&O providers have required less strict copyright clearances, allowing for the release of films
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that would have been prohibitively expensive to clear. 88 The best practices for fair use for
documentary filmmakers has been endorsed and used by organizations such as PBS, ITVS, and
WGBH, accepted by all four major U.S. E&O insurance providers, showcased by the Copyright
Society of the USA, and adopted into the business practices of Cablecaster IFC. 89 On a case-bycase basis, fair use claims grounded in the best practices have been accepted by cable companies
such as HBO, Discovery Times, and the Sundance Channel. 90 Furthermore, several statements of
best practices of fair use for other art forms, including poetry and dance, have also been
published, 91 and neither the best practices for filmmakers nor any of the other fair use best
practices have been challenged in court. 92 A similar “best practices” guideline for de minimis
music sampling could have similar beneficial effects.
Until the Bridgeport decision is challenged in the Sixth Circuit or at the Supreme Court,
the music industry can itself provide a set of guidelines for the treatment of music samples based
on the de minimis doctrine. Similar to the Center for Media and Social Impact’s best practices for
fair use, any of the music industry organizations, such as the Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA), the Recording Artists’ Coalition (RAC), American Federation of Musicians
(AMF), or any others, could draft a “best practices” guideline for determining when licensing is
required in music sampling, supporting the unlicensed use of de minimis samples.
Alternatively, as the de minimis doctrine is of concern to copyright attorneys and scholars
outside the music industry, an organization such as the American Intellectual Property Law
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Association (AIPLA), the Copyright Society, or a university program, could undertake to
develop guidelines and seek endorsement from the music industry. Such guidelines could build
on the Ninth Circuit’s “recognizability” test, and present extensive research into both hip-hop’s
inherent notions of acceptable sampling and transformation, and what labels and commonlysampled artists consider fair. Ideally, such research would result in a set of detailed, practical
guidelines for determining what constitutes acceptably de minimis sampling, providing labels
and musicians with a concrete guide to consult in determining whether a sample would be
considered de minimis, or whether industry practice requires a license. 93 Additionally, an
initiative could be developed to provide legal defense for musicians whose use of unlicensed
samples complies with the best practices for de minimis sampling, similar to the current Stanford
University Fair Use Project, which performs that service for filmmakers using fair use in
accordance with best practices in lieu of copyright clearance. 94 In the face of the heavy criticism
that the Bridgeport decision has received, it is possible that a best practices guide, created and
adopted by the music industry, would persuade other circuits to follow the Ninth Circuit’s
acceptance of de minimis sampling, or even encourage the Sixth Circuit to reverse its previous
decision, should further litigation arise.
Although music sampling does create revenue for musicians and music labels, the
limitations that sampling requirements have placed upon hip-hop music have stifled creation
within an entire genre of music, a genre that has proven to be very lucrative for the music
industry. Based on the RIAA’s list of albums that have been certified to reach platinum sales,
over 136 hip-hop artists have reached that benchmark, selling over one million albums, for a
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total of 316 hip-hop albums that have reached platinum. 95 By encouraging artistic creation within
a genre that has proven to create revenue for the music industry, the establishment of best
practices for music sampling would result in greater revenue for the industry as a whole, making
up for any revenue lost through the small number of samples that could, according to best
practices, be used without licenses. Additionally, the restoration of the de minimis requirement
for copyright infringement of sound recordings according to standards researched and adopted by
the music industry itself would provide a more appropriate balance between the protection of
copyrighted works and the fostering of creativity, in accordance with the purpose of copyright
law, than the rule created by the Sixth Circuit, which weighs heavily against creators.
CONCLUSION
Music sampling is an integral part of hip-hop, which, at its roots, is centered around
creating new music from fragments of old, searching for the perfect beats and notes to weave
together into a transformed piece. Although some producers took sampling too far, a large
number of samples used by hip-hop producers are brief enough, and transformed enough, to be
unrecognizable by the average listener, and thus de minimis, non-infringing uses. Although many
of the samples used in these practices may have been protected by the de minimis doctrine, the
Sixth Circuit decision in Bridgeport wrote it out of music copyright law, and the Ninth Circuit
attempted to put it back in again, resulting in a patchwork of legal holdings about the status of de
minimis sampling. The development of industry-created or industry-endorsed best practices for
de minimis sampling would provide musicians with guidance in the midst of an unclear legal
landscape, provide support for those musicians in case of legal issues, and serve to write the de
minimis doctrine back into music copyright law, even without the reversal of Bridgeport.
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